HT-50

CINEMA PERFORMANCE IN YOUR HOME
Harness decades of cinema sound research and development with the high
performance HT-50 surround sound system from Klipsch. Comprised of four miniature
speakers and a low-profile center channel the Klipsch HT-50 home theater system
incorporates decades of class-leading engineering expertise. In fact, it applies the
same cutting-edge technology that’s found in our professional cinema products for
immersive, dynamic, cinematic sound with pristine detail, power, and intelligibility.

EXCLUSIVE XT MICRO-TRACTRIX™ HORN TECHNOLOGY
Horns have long been the cornerstone of Klipsch loudspeaker design, from our
professional cinema to our ultra-premium home theater products. Our exclusive XT
Micro-Tractrix® Horn Technology used in the HT-50 delivers the most impressive highend response and greater extension, enhanced imaging and powerful dynamics. This
creates the cleanest, most natural sound possible.

LTS TWEETER TECHNOLOGY
A Linear Travel Suspension (LTS) aluminum tweeter design minimizes distortion for
enhanced, detailed high frequency performance. LTS tweeters have been a hallmark
of the Klipsch Reference series product lines, making it a core component of some of
the best speakers in the world.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE WOOFERS
The HT-50 utilizes high-excursion aluminum woofer cones, which have been designed
for maximum bass output that blends seamlessly into the sound of your favorite
movies, TV shows and video games. The aluminum cone structure provides minimum
distortion, even at high volumes, while a robust motor structure means maximum
power handling and efficiency - for louder, more dynamic sound.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
SYSTEM TYPE

5.0 Surround Sound System

ENCLOSURE TYPE

Bass-reflex via rear-firing port

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Satellite: 120Hz–23kHz
Center: 125Hz–23kHz

HIGH-FREQUENCY HORN

90º x 40º XT MicroTractrix Horn

TWEETER

One 0.75-inch (1.9 cm) neodymium magnet
compression driver

MIDRANGE

One 3.5-inch (8.9 cm) magnetically shielded woofer

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY

Satellite: 3700Hz;
Center: 3100Hz

MOUNTING

Satellite: Base swivels for on-wall mounting via keyholes
Center: Threaded insert

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE

8-ohms compatible

POWER HANDLING

Satellite: 50 watts (200 watts peak)
Center: 75 watts (300 watts peak)

SENSITIVITY

Satellite: 91dB@2.83 volts/1 meter
Center: 94dB@2.83 volts/1 meter

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)

Satellite: 8.3“ x 5“ x 6.3“ (21.1 cm x 12.7 cm x 16 cm)
Center: 5“ x 12“ x 6“ (12.7 cm x 30.5 cm x 15.2 cm)

WEIGHT

Satellite: 3.5 pounds (1.6 kg)
Center: 5.5 pounds (2.5 kg)

COMPACT, HIGH QUALITY CABINET DESIGN
Every piece of the HT-50 system comes housed in our exclusive AcoustiComp®
cabinets, ensuring a solid foundation to channel flawless sound. AcoustiComp is
a high-density material used extensively in both Professional Cinema and Music
speakers. It is not only durable, it is so solid that cabinet resonance is never an issue
- meaning you get punchy, accurate sound every time. The low-profile design of both
the HT-50 satellites and center channel speaker better-match today’s thinner and
more aesthetic TV’s whether stand or table placed or mounted on the wall with the
integrated brackets.
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